
Science Inquiry
and the 

Scientific Method



HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE 
SCIENCE???

Strategy suggestions: Pair and Share, Snowball Discussion



What Science is...

● Science is a way of learning about the natural world that provides possible 
explanations to questions.

● Science can be categorized into different branches depending on what is 
being studied.



Branches of Science
● Life Science – 
the study of living things
   Biology, Anatomy, Physiology, etc…

● Earth Science – 
the study of Earth and space
   Astronomy, Archeology, etc…

● Physical Science – 
the study of matter and energy
   Chemistry, Physics, etc…



What is Scientific Inquiry?
● Scientific inquiry is where one asks WHY things are the way they are and then 

doing something to figure out the answer.

● It often starts with an observation about the natural world.

● An OBSERVATION is using one or more of your senses to identify or learn 
about something.

● These observations often lead to questions about the natural world.
○ Observation: Shorter days in winter
○ Question: Why?
○ Answer: you would research and investigate to collect information for you 

answer.



Observations

● Observations can be categorized by 2 types of data: QUANTITATIVE and 
QUALITATIVE

QUANTITATIVE 

(quantity)

- Observations made that 
include a number. 

- Can be an amount or a 
measurement.

QUALITATIVE

(quality)

- Observations made that 
describe an object.

- Shape, color, smell, taste, 
etc…



Inferences

● Sometimes the answers to scientific questions are inferred.

● An INFERENCE is a conclusion formed from available information or evidence.

○ For example: Based on the information you gathered in your research, you 
might infer that days are shorter in winter because of the tilt of the Earth’s 
axis.



What inferences 
can you make 

based on what you 
see in the picture? 

What 
observations can 

be made from this 
picture? 

Strategy suggestion(s): Individual sharing, 
Silent Brainstorming and Synthesizing,
Elevator Discussion



Scientific Method

● The SCIENTIFIC METHOD is a process, or steps taken, to produce reliable 
results to answer a specific question.

● This process can be used to answer any question.
● Scientists begin this process by first making an observation.
● Then they will conduct research to learn more about the topic and write a 

hypothesis. 
○ A HYPOTHESIS is a prediction of what is assumed to occur.

● Scientists will perform an experiment and analyze their data once a 
conclusion has been met.

●  They will then share the results from the experiment with other scientists to 
help further discovery. 
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Experiments 

● The world is constantly changing.

● As new information becomes available, scientists may realize that some of the 
old explanations no longer fit.

● Scientists must then experiment to modify their explanations as new 
information becomes available. 



Types of Variables
● The CONTROLLED VARIABLE is what is kept the same throughout the 

experiment.

● The variable that is CHANGED in a controlled experiment is called the 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, or manipulated variable.

● The variable that is being measured is called the DEPENDENT VARIABLE.
○ The dependent variable might change as a result of the change in the 

independent variable.



Independent      VS         Dependent

●Independent variable is what is 

changed or manipulated 

●Independent = I change

●Dependent DEPENDS on the 

independent variable

● It happens BECAUSE of the 

independent variable

● It is what is being measured

Add in some type of enrichment activity on identifying variables.



Students of different ages were given the 
same jigsaw puzzle to put together. They 

were timed to see how long it took to 
finish the puzzle.

In the statement above, what are the two factors being considered?

These two factors are you variables.
Which variable is being manipulated and which variable is being measured?

• age of students
• amount of time to finish puzzle



● Independent Variable = ages of students
● Dependent Variable =amount of time to finish puzzle
● Controlled Variable = puzzle being used

 

Students of different ages were given the 
same jigsaw puzzle to put together. They 

were timed to see how long it took to 
finish the puzzle.



Models

● Sometimes discoveries made by experiments are demonstrated by using a 
model. 

● A MODEL is a representation of an object or an event that is used as a tool for 
understanding the natural world.


